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For these two classes, two different kinds of provision were
made by Victorian benevolence.
For the employable, training-schools and workshops were
organized. And it was hoped that when once voluntary philan-
thropy had met the initial capital outlay, the blind employees
would make the enterprise pay its way like any other.
For the unemployable and indigent majority, doles were
provided by local charities, especially for such as kept clear
of begging and poor-relief, while religious consolation was
organized by visiting-societies which availed themselves of
the ministration of the few suitable blind persons that were
available.
In the course of the nineteenth century, the persistence of
blind mendicancy and pauperism showed the inadequacy of
these voluntary experiments, useful though they might prove
as starting-points for public action.
Not all the employable blind could travel to a workshop or
find work in one, even if they had received the necessary
training. So the royal commission of 1885-89 recommended
their employment as home workers and the organization on
their behalf of central buying and selling agencies, a system
which had been tried in the villages of Saxony. Those, more-
over, who did find employment in town workshops found their
piece-rates depressed through competition both with sighted
craftsmen and, increasingly, with factory machinery which
they could not safely manipulate. Discontent at their own
inadequate earnings was sharpened by comparison with those
of their sighted foremen, and exploded in 1893 in the establish-
ment of a combative national league of the blind, which aimed
socialistically at municipal ownership of blind-workshops, a
national subsidy, and a minimum wage.
The next twenty-years were spent on getting the employing
institutions and their blind employees to agree on the terms
of a private member's bill able to command sufficient' general
support to assure it a first reading. An inter-departmental
committee which was then appointed in 1914 reported in 1917
that the increasing disability under which blind craftsmen
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